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Abstract
Neural processing rests on the intracellular transformation of information as synaptic inputs
are translated into action potentials. This transformation is governed by the spike threshold,
which depends on the history of the membrane potential on many temporal scales. While
the adaptation of the threshold after spiking activity has been addressed before both theo-
retically and experimentally, it has only recently been demonstrated that the subthreshold
membrane state also influences the effective spike threshold. The consequences for neural
computation are not well understood yet. We address this question here using neural simu-
lations and whole cell intracellular recordings in combination with information theoretic anal-
ysis. We show that an adaptive spike threshold leads to better stimulus discrimination for
tight input correlations than would be achieved otherwise, independent from whether the
stimulus is encoded in the rate or pattern of action potentials. The time scales of input selec-
tivity are jointly governed by membrane and threshold dynamics. Encoding information
using adaptive thresholds further ensures robust information transmission across cortical
states i.e. decoding from different states is less state dependent in the adaptive threshold
case, if the decoding is performed in reference to the timing of the population response.
Results from in vitro neural recordings were consistent with simulations from adaptive
threshold neurons. In summary, the adaptive spike threshold reduces information loss dur-
ing intracellular information transfer, improves stimulus discriminability and ensures robust
decoding across membrane states in a regime of highly correlated inputs, similar to those
seen in sensory nuclei during the encoding of sensory information.
Author Summary
A neuron is a tiny computer that transforms electrical inputs into electrical outputs. While
neurons have been investigated and modeled for many decades, some aspects remain elu-
sive. Recently, it was demonstrated that the membrane (voltage) state of a neuron deter-
mines its threshold to spiking. In the present study we asked, what are the consequences of
this dependence for the computation the neuron performs. We find that this so called
adaptive threshold allows neurons to be more focused on inputs which arrive close in time
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with other inputs. Also, it allows neurons to represent their information more robustly,
such that a readout of their activity is less influenced by the state the brain is in. The pres-
ent use of information theory provides a solid foundation for these results. We obtained
the results primarily in detailed simulations, but performed neural recordings to verify
these properties in real neurons. In summary, an adaptive spiking threshold allows neu-
rons to specifically compute robustly with a focus on tight temporal correlations in their
input.
Introduction
The essential computation performed by neurons is the (non-linear) integration of synaptic
inputs and subsequent generation of a spike. This summation is determined by multiple fac-
tors, including the passive membrane properties, active currents, and the neuronal geometry
[1–3]. The currents at the axon hillock have voltage-dependent activation dynamics, which
accelerate and then self-sustain the depolarization, eventually leading to a spike. The voltage at
which this acceleration occurs is commonly referred to as the voltage threshold of spiking or
spike threshold. Recently, several studies have empirically demonstrated that this threshold is
not constant as recorded in cortical [4–8] and in subcortical [2,9,10] neurons. Rather, the spike
threshold exhibits a dependence on the slope of the depolarization, such that fast depolariza-
tions produce spikes at lower thresholds, and slower depolarizations at higher thresholds. The
relationship is monotonically decreasing over a range of a few millivolts. This phenomenon is
qualitatively different from the thoroughly studied spike-frequency adaptation, which acts on
longer time scales [11–13] and depends on suprathreshold activity. The effects of the adapta-
tion investigated here, will manifest already before the ‘first’ spike, e.g. at response onset.
Recently, Fontaine and colleagues [2] have demonstrated that this threshold dependence
can be captured using a threshold which itself ‘chases’ the membrane potential, however, does
not instantly adapt to the new membrane potential but approaches its new value with a certain
time-constant. Consequently, if one considers two fluctuations of equal size, but different
speed, the faster fluctuation will encounter a lower threshold (still in the approach of its final
value) and thus already lead to a spike, whereas the slower fluctuation may encounter a higher
threshold and thus lead to a spike at a greater depolarization (or fail to spike). Hence, the pro-
pensity to spike depends on the recent history of the membrane potential and in particular on
the most recent rate of depolarization leading up to a potential spike. Multiple mechanisms
could underlie this modulation in spike threshold, including adaptive changes in sodium chan-
nel inactivation [5–7,14] and potassium conductances [4,15]. Given that the existence of these
conductances is common among spiking neurons, an adaptive spike threshold is likely to be
ubiquitous features of neurons.
An adaptive threshold could have important computational consequences, since this would
rapidly modulate the steepness of the input-output function of neurons [14]. Several authors
[2,5–7,15] have speculated on the possible relevance of an adaptive threshold in the sense
described above, however, to our knowledge, no study has thoroughly investigated its compu-
tational consequences.
Hence, here we set out to evaluate the effect of an adaptive threshold on the level of single
neurons in feedforward excitatory networks in the context of stimulus processing. We investi-
gate how a single neuron’s response to different rates and patterns of inputs varies as the action
potential generation is gated by fixed, i.e. constant, or adaptive thresholds. Furthermore, we
investigate how the state of the neuron (resting membrane potential prior to stimulus onset)
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influences the response behavior using both recordings from barrel cortex as well as neuronal
simulations. The results suggest that neurons with adaptive threshold perform better than with
a constant threshold when the stimulus is encoded by highly correlated inputs. Such a neuron
encodes the stimulus more robustly, even in the context of noisy fluctuations of the membrane
potential. For the state differences, we find the temporal reference used for decoding—internal
or external—to play a major role: If the time reference is computed internally based on the tim-
ing information from the correlated spiking of local populations, an adaptive threshold turns
out to be beneficial. Together these results show the usefulness of adaptive thresholds in per-
forming temporally precise and robust computations.
Results
We performed a combination of biological and simulation experiments to quantify the ability
of neurons to encode stimulus information using information theoretic methods. Pyramidal
neurons were recorded in L2/3 of barrel cortex in vitro while stimulating in layer 4 of the same
column to experimentally. Further, we simulated different neuronal models with adaptive (as
observed in the recordings) or fixed spiking threshold. For both biological and simulated neu-
rons, we test the quality of the stimulus encoding for different coding schemes of the input and
its robustness across membrane states. Neural integration turns a distributed current into a
membrane potential and finally into a sequence of spikes. Below, we address the relation
between the information in the input population and the output spike-train, thus leaving out
the intermediate current level.
Input-output behavior in different parametrizations
While the adaptiveness in threshold is typically described in relation to the slope of the mem-
brane potential [5–7,9] (Fig 1), for computational purposes it is more insightful to describe it
in relation to the properties of the synaptic input to a single compartment postsynaptic neuron.
On a mechanistic level, Fontaine et al [2] identified the membrane potential itself as a valuable
predictor of the threshold, which then also defines the adaptation of the threshold in the neural
model (see Materials and Methods). Subthreshold dynamics are expected to differ slightly
between adaptive and fixed threshold, as the threshold dynamics (Methods, Eq 1) are already
active below threshold.
While this choice is practically useful, it does not—or only indirectly—allow one to address
questions such as the dependence of the spike threshold on the input rate, pattern, or correla-
tion. Therefore, we first substitute the amplitude and slope of the incoming EPSP, by the num-
ber of synaptic/neuronal inputs Ninputs and their temporal dispersion σ, which parametrizes
the Gaussian distribution from which the EPSP arrival times are drawn.
The parameterization of the input by Ninputs and σ is valid, since these two parameters pre-
dict the amplitude (Fig 2A1 and 2B1) and slope (Fig 2A2 and 2B2) of the resulting EPSPs with
little variance (dark surface in the bottom of each panel). The quality of the prediction and the
shape of the dependence are largely independent of whether the adaptive or the fixed threshold
model is considered (Fig 2A1 vs. 2B1 and 2A2 vs. 2B2). Subthreshold dynamics are expected to
differ slightly between adaptive and fixed threshold, as the threshold dynamics already act on
the membrane equation (Eq 1) below threshold. This is in contrast to threshold models in
which the spike threshold is not part of the membrane equation (e.g. leaky integrate and fire
neuron), where the adaptation of spike threshold does not influence the subthreshold dynam-
ics. As expected, increases in Ninput and decreases in σ increase both the amplitude (AEPSP) and
the slope (SlEPSP) of the EPSP. Hence, the values of Ninputs and σmap approximately bijectively
Computational Properties of Adaptive Spike Threshold
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Fig 1. The spike threshold depends on the history of the membrane potential in both real and
simulated data. (A)We performed patch-clamp recordings in layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons in vitro, in
response to population input from stimulation in layer 4 (left). The pyramidal neuron identity was confirmed in
a subset by filling the targeted neuron using biotin (middle). (B) From recorded action potentials (top), the
spike threshold is determined as the maximal positive peak of the second derivative of the membrane
potential (bottom). (C1) A cortical neuron stimulated with current inputs of different slopes (bottom, different
shades of gray) lead to action potentials (top, corresponding grays) with different thresholds for spike
initiation (top, red lines in corresponding brightness to grays of voltage traces, inset shows zoom in of spike
initiation). The response is delayed w.r.t. to the stimulation due to the propagation delay from L4 to L2/3. The
inset shows a magnified view of the threshold region. (C2) As in previous studies, thresholds were found to
vary with the slope of the preceding membrane voltage. In the current stimulation settings, only a limited
range of input slopes was realized. (D1) Neurons with an adaptive threshold were simulated on the basis of
the model by Fontaine et al. [2], after adapting the parameterization to cortical excitatory neurons (see
Methods). In addition to the voltage traces (grays), the adapting thresholds are also shown (reds, brightness
corresponding to the gray traces). (D2) Applying the same analysis as in the in vitro data to measure the
threshold, indicates that designed and measured threshold agree. The relationship between EPSP slope and
spike threshold is overall captured by an exponential function especially when the wider range of EPSP
slopes was used, which could be explored in the model (compare C2 and D2), see also [5]. (E1)Neurons with
a fixed threshold were also simulated. The threshold was set to equalize firing probability with the adaptive
threshold model. (E2) Re-estimating the threshold, we obtain the expected constant threshold.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004984.g001
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(one-to-one) to corresponding values of AEPSP and SlEPSP and thus span the space of EPSPs
w.r.t. to these two experimentally relevant parameters.
Based on these parameters, we investigated the transition between sub- and suprathreshold
activity via the spike probability. Throughout this study the only source of variability in the
simulations is trial-to-trial variation in synaptic strength (including failures, see Methods),
with the exception of an investigation of noise susceptibility (see below), where Poisson spikes
are added to the presynaptic input.
Adaptive threshold provides sharper decision function in time but not in
rate
The adaptive threshold model exhibits overall a steeper transition to spiking as a joint function
of σ and Ninputs than the fixed threshold model (Fig 2C1 vs 2C2). Analyzing the two parameters
separately, however, shows that the transition is only steeper for the temporal precision of the
input, σ (Fig 2D1 vs 2D2), but not for the input rate, Ninputs (Fig 2E1 vs 2E2). The dependence
of spike probability on σ and Ninputs exhibited similar shapes: Spike probability as a function of
only σ, is well fitted by a sigmoid, with the adaptive model exhibiting a steeper slope as a
Fig 2. The input-output relationship sharpens due to the adaptive threshold. In previous studies, the dependence of spike
threshold on previous membrane potential dynamics was most frequently linked to EPSP amplitude (AEPSP) or slope (SlEPSP). Both
measures can be reliably predicted by the combination of temporal input spread (σ) and the number of contributing neurons (Ninputs) in
point neurons. (A) The AEPSP (data: gray, mean: red) is predicted with small standard deviation (S.D.) (maroon) by σ and Ninputs across a
wide range of values for the adaptive threshold model (A1). Prediction quality was similarly good for the fixed threshold model (mean:
blue, S.D.: dark blue, A2). (B) Similarly, the SlEPSP amplitude is predicted well with small S.D. on the basis of σ and Ninputs, for both
adaptive (B1) and fixed (B2). (C) Spike probability follows generally a similar shape as a function of σ and Ninputs. However, the speed of
transition between spiking and non-spiking domain is overall greater for the adaptive threshold model (C1 vs.C2), translating into a
steeper decision criterion as a function of the input parameters. (D) Spike probability as a function of only σ, is well fitted by a sigmoid,
with the adaptive model (D1 vs.D2, for Ninput = 37) exhibiting a steeper slope as a function of different σ’s (adaptive: s = 0.18, fixed:
s = 0.28) as well as a lower midpoint, indicating overall operation on a faster time-scale However, the inverse is the case for the
dependence on Ninputs (E1 vs. E2, for σ = 2.5 ms). Error bars represent 2x SEMs and are barely visible, only 1/50 of points plotted in A/B
to improve display.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004984.g002
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function of different σ’s (adaptive: s = 0.16, fixed: s = 0.28). Fitting sigmoids to the spike proba-
bility as a function of the Ninputs shows an inverse relationship in steepness between the adap-
tive (s = 0.98) and the fixed (s = 0.63, E1 vs. E2) threshold neuron. In addition, the midpoint of
the transition is located at a lower σ for the adaptive than for the fixed threshold (2.6 vs. 3.5
ms), while the midpoints for the dependence on Ninputs differ only slightly (34 vs. 37 inputs).
The latter is a consequence of setting the fixed threshold matched to the average of the adaptive
threshold.
The adaptive threshold model is thus able to respond to a wider dynamic range of the num-
ber of inputs contributing to a stimulus, restricted to a smaller range of integration time-win-
dows (given here by the lower lowpass limit w.r.t. σ, compare Fig 2D1 to 2D2).
Information transmission for rate and pattern encoding
Neural integration projects a high-dimensional input onto a lesser dimensional membrane
potential and eventually onto a binary time series as spikes. While a certain amount of informa-
tion will always be ignored in this process, the goal of mutual information analysis is to quan-
tify the ability of neurons to give distinguishable responses to different inputs. In the following,
we will focus on two encoding schemes on the input side, population rate and population pat-
tern (which will be abbreviated as rate and pattern below).
In the case of population rate encoding (Fig 3 top), the studied neuron receives input from a
population of presynaptic neurons, and inputs differ in their overall firing rate. Although each
presynaptic neuron generates at most one spike in a given trial, the input rate is varied by
changing the number of neurons that contribute to the current input. The spikes from the pre-
synaptic neuron population are normally distributed as a function of time around a common
Fig 3. The adaptive threshold neuron is more informative for high temporal precision and low noise than the fixed threshold neuron. Two types of
encoding (left) were investigated on the input side, either a classical rate encoding (top), where the number of input spikes carry the information but spike
times are drawn randomly from a normal distribution centered at t0, and a pattern encoding (bottom), where the spatiotemporal pattern of inputs encodes
the information and spike times are hence precise across repetitions. In both cases, the temporal precision (σ) according to which the stimuli are drawn is
important (bottom). (A) Responses of the adaptive threshold model neurons (red) encode information mostly at low temporal spread σ, while the fixed
threshold neurons (blue) possess a wider range of encoding w.r.t. to σ if information is rate-encoded. (B) This relationship holds across a wide range of
noise inputs, with adaptive threshold neurons encoding generally better for lower values of σ, and fixed threshold neurons for higher (B3, the differences in
mutual information between adaptive and fixed threshold models). Color mapping here represents information. Noise was modeled as independent
Poisson spike trains with constant rate for each input neuron; there were 100 input neurons in total. (C) A similar relationship in information encoding
between the models is observed when information is decoded from the temporal pattern of incoming spikes. Again the adaptive threshold model performs
better for low σ. (D) This relationship holds only for a limited range of noise, after which point the differences between the models becomes fairly small.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004984.g003
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average time t0 with standard deviation σ. Spike times are drawn randomly for each trial, while
only the number of participating neurons stays the same across trials for a given input. Under
this encoding schema, the only difference among stimuli is the population firing rate of the
input neurons, and the temporal patterns of presynaptic spikes provide no information. For
the simulations reported, in total 11 different stimuli were given (range of active neuron num-
ber, 40–60, incremented by 2), thus the total stimulus entropy was log2(11)3.46 bit.
Adaptive threshold neurons performed slightly better for low σ, but substantially worse for
larger σ for rate encoded inputs (Fig 3A). In these simulations noise exists as variability in the
synaptic weights (modeled as described in Feldmeyer et al. 2002), but no additional inputs
were added. Adding additional independent Poisson noise inputs generally reduces the recov-
erable mutual information (Fig 3B1 and 3B2), but does not change the qualitative finding of a
better decoding of rate by fixed threshold neurons for larger σ (Fig 3B3). Overall, both adaptive
and fixed threshold neurons exhibit a low pass-behavior in σ, which results from the fact that a
greater σ at some point exhausts the integration window of each model.
In the case of the population pattern encoding (Fig 3 bottom), the different inputs are cre-
ated by setting distinct predetermined patterns across neurons, which all have a fixed popula-
tion firing rate (Ninput = 50). Under this condition, the same number, but a different subset of
neurons is activated by different stimuli. Across trials, each presynaptic neuron gives the same
spike time for a given stimulus. Hence, distinction between different stimuli has to rely on the
temporal differences between different input spike patterns. As above, 11 different stimuli were
delivered, resulting in ~3.46 bit stimulus entropy.
Adaptive threshold neurons perform substantially better for low and worse for greater σ.
Adding independent Poisson noise changes the relation between the models qualitatively, with
the clear difference between them progressively giving way to a weak, but inverse relationship
(Fig 3D). This is due to the dependence of the MI peak on the noise strength: in the adaptive
threshold model larger noise shifts the peak more quickly to greater σ's than in the case of the
fixed model (Fig 3D1 vs. 3D2). Both model neurons exhibit a band-pass behavior w.r.t. to σ, in
contrast to the low-pass behavior for rate encoding, which follows from the fact that patterns
with very small σ effectively get squeezed to the same, single-time bin pattern.
In summary, adaptive threshold neurons are useful encoders for precisely timed, or well cor-
related, inputs. Interpreted inversely, the shortened integration window of the adaptive thresh-
old model, allows it to ignore inputs outside a certain period, and thus make decisions more
rapidly (see also [16]). On the other hand, a constant threshold would be advantageous if the
processing has to happen over a wider range of temporal correlations in the input. We have
performed a limited set of simulations of Hodgkin-Huxley neurons with a range of parameters,
which transitions its behavior from an adaptive to a fixed threshold (similar to [17]). Overall,
the Hodgkin-Huxley model performed quite similar to the simpler model described above
(S1 Fig).
Membrane and threshold dynamics influence temporal selectivity
The adaptive threshold is governed by a few parameters (see Eqs 2 and 3 in Methods), which
determine its dynamics and asymptotic value. Next, we address the interplay of the temporal
dynamics of the threshold, given by the time constant τθ (Eq 2), with the passive integration of
the neuron, given by the membrane time constant τm (Eq 1). For this purpose, we repeated the
simulations above for a matrix of τθ and τm values, and evaluated the effect on firing rate, repre-
sented information and most informative temporal dispersion σ.
For rate encoded stimuli, the average firing rate was limited similarly by both τθ and τm (Fig
4A and 4B, in plots A-D and F-I the other time constant is set to 4 ms). The reason differs
Computational Properties of Adaptive Spike Threshold
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slightly between them: while small τm prevent integration for larger σ, small τθ allow the
threshold to change rapidly, adapting fully to the input and thus preventing the generation
of a spike. The represented information was limited by the firing rate and thus affected simi-
larly by both time constants (Fig 4C and 4D). Overall, MI therefore follows a lowpass behavior
w.r.t. σ, although certain combinations of time constants with σ led to transient bandpass
characteristics (e.g. for τθ = 2 ms, where the bin size of the MI analysis cannot distinguish the
resultant spike times any more). The joint influence of τθ and τm on temporal integration
exhibited a monotonic increase of σcm (Fig 4E), which was defined as the center of mass in MI
w.r.t. σ for each choice of τθ and τm, computed as the average over σ, weighted by the normal-
ized MI.
For pattern encoded stimuli, the dependence of firing rate was analogous to the rate encod-
ing case, exhibiting a low-pass limited by both time constants (Fig 4F and 4G). The σ of peak
MI increased in correlation with the time constants, broadening alongside (Fig 4H and 4I). The
joint dependence of σcm on τθ and τm exhibited a similar dually monotonic increase (Fig 4J), as
predictable from the individual dependencies.
Overall, the best time scale for integrating input varies smoothly and similarly with the gov-
erning time constants τθ and τm. Further, this relation is independent of the input encoding
scheme. We also investigated the influence of the input population's size (see S2 Fig). Large
input populations were favorable for rate encoding; small ones for pattern encoding, however,
adaptiveness of the threshold did not have an effect on the Ninput dependence.
Fig 4. Membrane and threshold time constants influence temporal selectivity similarly. (A-B) For rate encoding, the firing rate of
the model neurons was limited by τm (A) and τθ (B), if either of them were too small. Short τm prevent integration, while short τθ lead to a
threshold that quickly follows the input. (C-D) The limitation in firing rate by τm (C) and τθ (D) translates to a limitation of represented
stimulus information. Only for short values of τm and τθ the lowpass shape gives way for a bandpass shape, which is a consequence of
the decoding bin size chosen here (2ms): for small σ and low τm/τθ the responses to different stimuli will tend to fall in a small number of
bins. (E)We extract the average σ that maximized MI for a combination of τm and τθ. The resulting dependence is monotonically in τm and
τθ, consistent with a change in the σ edge of the lowpass relationship (Fig 3A). (F-G) For pattern encoding, the firing rate is limited
analogously by τm (F) and τθ (G). (H-I) The value of σ that leads to highest MI shifts with both τm (H) and τθ (I), indicating a match between
the membrane dynamics and the temporal scale of input patterns that can effectively be encoded. Larger σ values generate temporal
patterns that are more distinguishable but the spikes are more dispersed in time,and both τm and τθ set the temporal limit in which the
spikes can be integrated. (J) The best MI is achieved at different average σ across the range of τm and τθ, monotonically increasing for
both parameters.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004984.g004
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State dependence of information transmission
Cortical populations undergo membrane state changes, depending on the wakefulness or atten-
tional context of the brain [18,19]. The state changes manifest themselves on the single cell
level as a shift in the subthreshold membrane potential, thus bringing each cell to a different
voltage distance to its spiking threshold. While the sources of the state changes are not fully
understood, their presence will either change network computation, or require network com-
putation to be robust against the changes. An adaptive threshold could be a contributor to
robust processing under different states. We therefore investigated the robustness of adaptive
compared with fixed threshold neurons for different initial membrane voltages for rate-
encoded inputs (Ninput range 50–60, with increment step size of 2; in total 6 stimuli with
log2(6) 2.58 bit entropy). An ideal observer could decode the stimulus from the spiking activ-
ity of the simulated neuron, with or without knowing the resting membrane potential state of
the simulated neuron. We defined a (relative) robustness index RI (see Methods) to quantify
the neuron’s robustness to state changes, which was defined as the ratio between I(S;R) and I(S;
R, state). I(S;R) is the stimulus information, which can be gathered from the neural response
without knowing the state, i.e. the information robustly present in the neural response inde-
pendent of state knowledge, and I(S;R,state), the stimulus information that can be gathered
when also knowing the state. A neuron that encodes perfectly robust to state-differences would
not show any improvement by knowing the state, and thus have an RI close to 1. The values of
RI typically fall in [0, 1] (in some cases the maximal value is exceeded due to numerical imper-
fections), since adding state-information increases the mutual information due to part of the
variability being explained by state knowledge (pointed out for example by [20]).
The adaptive threshold model exhibited a reduced dependence of response latency as a
function of different initial states (Fig 5A, the shown spikes are relative to presynaptic stimulus
onset). For a small difference of only 3mV (-65 vs. -62mV, Fig 5A1) the spike times of the
adaptive threshold neuron are almost identical across states (red, different shades indicate dif-
ferent Ninput, with more solid colors corresponding to greater Ninput), while the times are
already noticeably shifted for the fixed threshold neuron (blue). Correspondingly the mutual
information with state knowledge (Fig 5B1, solid colors), is only slightly larger than the mutual
information without state knowledge (light colors) in the adaptive case, but substantially larger
in the fixed case. The adaptive model has an RI close to 1, while the fixed model’s RI is much
lower, which remains fairly constant as a function of σ (Fig 5B1 bottom).
If one considers larger differences in state (Fig 5A2, -72 vs. -62 mV), the changes in spike
time due to the state changes become more severe. Especially for the fixed threshold model, the
set of spike times becomes essentially disjoint, and in the more hyperpolarized state (-72 mV)
the dispersion of the spike times increases substantially. In addition, failures of spike elicitation
are observed (Data on top, marked as NS). For the adaptive threshold model the spike time
shift becomes stronger than observed with smaller (3mV) state difference, but stays limited in
comparison to the fixed model. Interestingly, from an information theoretic perspective, this
leads to an inversion of the situation: The fixed model is now less dependent on the knowledge
of state (Fig 5B2, top), again almost independent from σ (Fig 5B2, bottom). The basis of this
inversion is that decoding across states can also work optimally, if the response time distribu-
tions are different, but disjoint across states.
The difference in robustness against variations in initial membrane potential of the models
observed holds more generally across a wider range of state differences. The differential behav-
ior described above rests on the overlap between the response distributions across different
states (Fig 5C, quantified by the correlation coefficient across PSTH-bins CCPSTH). For small
state differences the PSTHs are almost identical, leading to a correlation coefficient close to 1.
Computational Properties of Adaptive Spike Threshold
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For large state differences the PSTHs are disjoint and hence the correlation coefficients are
close to 0. In between, the fixed threshold model exhibits a faster decay in correlation coeffi-
cient, thus indicating a faster drift of onset times.
Qualitatively, the correlation coefficient between PSTHs is a good predictor for the resulting
robustness index (RI) during decoding (Fig 5D). High RI, i.e. high robustness, is achieved both
for highly similar (CCPSTH = 1) and dissimilar responses (CCPSTH = 0). Correspondingly, RI
varies non-monotonically as a function of state difference, with the adaptive threshold neuron
being more robust for small state differences, and the fixed threshold neuron being more
robust for larger state differences (Fig 5E).
Hence, an adaptive threshold improves the robustness to state differences in comparison to
a fixed threshold only for a limited range of small state differences. For larger state differences,
Fig 5. Information decoding across different membrane states and spike threshold types for a ‘stimulus-centered’ time
reference. (A) For small differences in state (A1: -62mV vs. -65mV) both adaptive (red) and fixed (blue) threshold models show a
shallow dependence on stimulus strength (different rates, range [50:2:60] inputs, total stimulus entropy ~ 2.58 bit, dark color = 60,
light color = 50 EPSPs). The adaptive threshold model compensates partly for the difference in initial voltage, and thus exhibits
smaller differences in spiking behavior across states. During larger fluctuations in membrane potential (A2: -62mV vs. -72mV) this
behavior is qualitatively retained. The different states also scale the slope (average spike times vs. input strength) and spike time
variability for each model, with the fixed model being influenced more strongly in both cases. NS, non-spiking trials. (B)Mutual
information is estimated across all states with the state known (light colors) or unknown (dark colors) to the decoder. For small state
differences (B1) the adaptive model’s MI is independent of state knowledge (RI close to 1, bottom), while the fixed model shows a
strong dependence to membrane state (RI around 0.6, indicating ~40% of MI added by state knowledge). For larger state
differences, this relationship inverts (B2). Note that inB2 upper panel the dark blue curve almost fully overlaps with the light blue
curve. (C) To understand this inversion, we relate the response distributions to state difference. The correlation coefficient between
response PSTHs measures similarity across state differences. The adaptive threshold neuron (red) retains similar responses for
larger state differences than the fixed threshold neuron (blue). (D) The correlation coefficient of response distributions predicts
qualitatively the RI values, which indicates the advantage of knowing state during decoding. (E) The adaptive model encodes
information in a state-independent manner for small state differences, while the fixed threshold model becomes more state-
independent only for larger state differences. This switch is caused by a shift from overlapping to non-overlapping temporal decoding
ranges, as indicated by the correlation coefficients of the PSTHs across different states (see Fig 5C, where a vanishing correlation
indicates a lack of overlap between the responses across states). Hence, the adaptive threshold model compensates for a part of the
initial state, however, does not encode more information independently if a stimulus-based, fixed-time decoding reference is used.
Error bars indicate SEMs across all state differences of a given size.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004984.g005
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the confusion generated by small shifts in timing is outweighed by the decoding possible across
different time-windows. This occurs in the fixed threshold case, where response times shift far
enough across states to make them nearly disjoint, thus in principle providing it with an advan-
tage in information transmission.
Decoding across states with a moving reference frame
Classically, information theoretic decoding is performed in reference to the timing of the stim-
ulus, e.g. spike-times are computed in relation to the time of stimulus onset (‘stimulus-cen-
tered’, [21–23]). While this provides an objective reference, the brain's internal decoding
mechanisms may not have direct access to the (external) information about stimulus onset.
Alternatively, responses can be decoded in relation to the response timing of other neurons
[24,25]. Use of this 'response-centered' decoding is not only closer to the brain's internal per-
spective, but also provides more accurate decoding if the time of stimulus onset is uncertain
[25].
In the case of response-centered timing, the adaptive threshold model is found to be gener-
ally more robust to differences in state than the fixed threshold model. The internal reference
time was defined as the peak-time of the population response (termed 'columnar synchronous
response' in [25]). Since the neural population encompasses a range of tuning preferences, this
leads to an average response time of the neural population to the stimulus set (see Materials
and Methods). Effectively, the spike-times of the analyzed neuron are thus shifted to a common
average response time of all simulated neurons, which will, however, depend on the membrane
state and neural response properties, e.g. threshold type (see Fig 6A).
For small differences in state, both adaptive and fixed threshold models show little differ-
ence in their response time and variation in response time (Fig 6A1, red vs. blue, different
shades indicate different stimuli, as in Fig 5 only rate encoding is considered here). Conse-
quently, the RI is quite high (Fig 6B1, especially bottom). For larger state differences, the
response time distributions differ strongly in their variance, with the fixed threshold model
exhibiting a larger increase in spread for the more hyperpolarized state (Fig 6A2). The reduced
variance across states and stimuli here exemplifies the effect of the adaptive threshold. The
quality of unified decoding across states deteriorates for the fixed threshold model, thus leading
to a larger information gain from the inclusion of state information, as indicated by the
reduced RI values (Fig 6B2).
As a function of state-difference, both the fixed and the adaptive threshold model exhibited
better conserved PSTHs across states (compare Fig 6C with Fig 5C) when ‘response-centered’
reference was used. However, the adaptive threshold model profits more and thus a wider gap
between fixed and adaptive threshold model results in terms of PSTH correlation coefficients.
As before, the correlation coefficient between the PSTHs remains a good predictor for the RI
values (Fig 6D), although the shape slightly differs from the previous case (Fig 5D).
For 'response-centered' decoding, the robustness across states is generally higher for the
adaptive than the fixed threshold model (Fig 6E), independent of the size of the state-difference
(compare to Fig 5E). While the robustness partially depends on the particular combination of
states (combinations averaged in Fig 6E), the variability is small compared to the effect size
(errorbars in Fig 6E).
In summary, an adaptive threshold neuron can be decoded more robustly than a fixed
threshold neuron, if the stimulus timing is known from the brain's internal perspective. Under
these circumstances, the absolute timing is converted to a relative timing in the population,
and the reduction in response variance in the adaptive threshold model renders responses
across different states more comparable.
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State dependence of information transmission in cortical neurons
Cortical neurons have been shown to display spike threshold adaptation [4–8]. However, the
effect of this adaptive threshold on the information transmission across resting membrane
potential states has not been quantitatively investigated. We collected whole-cell patch clamp
recordings from pyramidal neurons in L2/3 mouse barrel cortex in acute slice preparations,
and delivered the stimuli after clamping the somatic membrane potential across different rest-
ing potentials. The stimuli consisted of currents with different rising slopes injected from a
bipolar electrode placed in the L4 of the same barrel column as recorded cells, which were com-
parable to the “rate encoding” in the input population as mentioned earlier. In total 4 different
stimuli were delivered, with ~2 bits of total entropy.
Similar to previous studies, the recorded neurons exhibited an adaptive threshold that
depended on the slope of the input for all states (-80, -70, -60mV; r2 = 0.60±0.18, 0.45±0.13,
0.52±0.10, respectively. Values are mean±s.d., n = 11) investigated (Fig 7A and 7B). Interest-
ingly, this relationship appears not to be strongly dependent on the resting membrane poten-
tial, as the average slopes obtained from linear regression across the different states were
Fig 6. An adaptive threshold neuron represents information more robustly acrossmembrane states for a ‘response-
centered’ time reference. Since stimulus onset is not known internally, a population-based decoding reference has been suggested
to serve a biologically relevant surrogate for stimulus timing [25]. With this reference, spike-timing is measured relative to the peak-
time of the population response, i.e. local maxima of the population peristimulus time histogram (PSTH). (A1) For small differences in
state, adaptive and fixed threshold models show little difference in their relative-time response and consequently the contribution of
the knowledge about the state becomes negligible (B1). All colors are as in the preceding figure. (A2) For larger state differences, the
response time distributions now differ significantly in their variance, with the fixed threshold model exhibiting a much larger increase
in spread for the more hyperpolarized membrane state. Consequently, decoding across states becomes less robust for the fixed
model than for the adaptive threshold model (B2). (C) While the ‘response-centered’ time reference increases the similarity of the
PSTH across states for both the fixed and the adaptive threshold model, the latter profits more, widening the gap between the models
for larger state differences. (D) As before, the correlation coefficient between the PSTHs remains a good predictor for the RI values.
(E) In the case of the moving decoding reference, the adaptive model is generally more robust than the fixed threshold model across
all state differences investigated, as indicated by a higher RI value. Error bars indicate SEMs across all state differences of a given
size.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004984.g006
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Fig 7. The state dependence of neural data corresponds closely to adaptive threshold behavior. Identical analyses were
carried out as for the model data in the preceding figures. (A) Across three initial states of voltage (-80, -70, -60mV) a correlation
between threshold and the EPSP slope was observed, i.e. a negative dependence between spike threshold and EPSP slope. Red
lines, least-square linear fit to the data. (B) All recorded neurons (N = 11) exhibited this behavior. The average slopes across the
different states were across the three states, i.e. -0.99 (0.27), -0.92 (0.19), and 0.90 (0.23) ms, respectively. Numbers in () are s.d.
Red lines, average across all the neurons. (C) For small state differences, both the response patterns (C1), the decoded information
(D1 top) and the robustness (D1 bottom, measured as robustness index RI) remain comparable across stimulus-centered (orange)
and response-centered (red) decoding. N.S., non-spiking trials. (D) For larger state differences the advantage of decoding with an
adaptive threshold becomes evident (D2). Stim. cent., stimulus-centered; Resp. cent., response-centered. (E) The similarity of
PSTHs as a function of state difference reflects the behavior of the adaptive threshold model (Figs 5C and 6C, red) exhibiting a slow
decay, based on a similar robustness in mean and variance of the spike-timing. (F) Robustness in decoding across states shows a
similar dependence on the correlation coefficient as for the model data (compare orange to Fig 5D, and red to Fig 6D), validating the
analysis across real and model data. (G) Robustness across states of the cortical neurons exhibits a shape closer to the adaptive
threshold model, characterized by a slower and later decay (for static decoding especially) than for the fixed threshold model (Fig
5E).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004984.g007
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comparable, i.e. -0.99 (0.27), -0.92 (0.19), and 0.90 (0.23) ms respectively (p = 0.48, one-way
ANOVA with correlated samples, numbers in parentheses are s.d.).
The neurons also exhibited a high PSTH similarity, as well as a high robustness of informa-
tion encoding across states, reminiscent of the adaptive threshold model. For small state differ-
ences, both the response patterns (Fig 7C1), the decoded information and the RI value remain
comparable (Fig 7D1) across stimulus-centered (orange) and response-centered (red) decoding.
For larger state differences the improved robustness of decoding to state variation with a
response-centered threshold becomes evident (Fig 7D2).
The correlation coefficient between PSTHs at different states remained high for a wide
range of state differences. This range was even wider than the one for the adaptive model for
response-centered decoding (compare Fig 7E to Fig 6C). This difference between real and simu-
lated neurons could either stem from a mismatch of the model parameters to the real neuron
or an additional mechanism not accounted for by the model.
Overall, the relation between across-state robustness (as indicated by the RI) and correlation
coefficient (Fig 7F) was similar for real and model data (compare orange to Fig 5D, and red to
Fig 6D). Robustness across states exhibits a shape that stays closer to the adaptive than the
fixed threshold model behavior. It rises slowly and decays much later, especially for the static
decoding (Fig 7G compared to Fig 5E).
In summary, the information transmission behavior of cortical neurons exhibited similar
features of robustness across states as the adaptive threshold model. An adaptive threshold
could therefore be a mechanism which contributes to achieving this robustness, providing a
functional reason for its widespread existence in the mammalian nervous system.
Discussion
We investigated the computational properties of neuron models with an adaptive spike threshold.
The results showed that a neuron with an adaptive threshold processes information specifically in
well-correlated inputs both for rate and pattern encodings. Furthermore, the adaptive threshold
provides a higher level of robustness than the fixed threshold model against variations in the ini-
tial state, if the decoding is performed relative to the average response-time. The experimental
data behave similar to the adaptive threshold model with respect to robustness against changes in
initial resting membrane potential state. Below we explore the consequences of these results for
neural coding, and discuss a range of assumptions and limitations for the present study.
Relation to previous studies
Threshold adaptation has been observed in a range of systems and modalities, and therefore
appears to be the norm rather than the exception. In cortical neurons, the spike threshold is
shown to be correlated with the average membrane potential prior to a spike [6,26], as well as
inversely correlated with the rate of membrane potential depolarization in both excitatory [5–
8] and fast-spiking interneurons [4]. The adaptive threshold increases the sensitivity to syn-
chronized presynaptic inputs, while suppressing uncorrelated inputs, thus potentially increas-
ing stimulus selectivity. Similar forms of spike threshold adaptation have been reported in the
thalamus [9], the subthalamic nucleus [10] and the auditory brainstem [2]. Importantly,
threshold adaptation has to be separated from spike frequency adaptation, which occurs as a
consequence of spiking, but is not influenced by the subthreshold voltage. Further, the present
study skips the synaptic current level, but works directly on the neural output, which is gener-
ated by the nonlinear spiking process.
Previous studies have speculated and partially linked the adaptive nature of the spike thresh-
old to improvements in neural coding, but not performed corresponding analyses to
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quantitatively test this hypothesis. The clearest investigation of the mechanism is found in Fon-
taine et al. [2], where the difference between the adapting threshold and the membrane poten-
tial is identified as the 'effective signal', which determines under what conditions the neuron
will spike. They demonstrate directly, in the context of neurons from the barn owl's inferior
colliculus, that the response selectivity shifts towards temporally more tightly tuned coinci-
dences. The present reparametrization of the EPSPs in terms of the input temporal precision is
partially guided by this finding. Their analysis, however, does not proceed to a full decoding
analysis as presented here. We recover their result in a more general form for the information
analysis (Fig 3), with improved encoding for tightly tuned inputs in the adaptive threshold neu-
rons than in the fixed threshold neurons, both with respect to rate and pattern encodings in the
input.
Another interesting perspective is provided by the study of [Fontaine et al 16], which inves-
tigated the transition from encoding sound pressure to encoding the envelope of sound in the
barn owl's cochlear nucleus. Remarkably, they find that this is enabled by the adaptive thresh-
old of neurons in the nucleus angularis. Hence, the adaptive threshold can also take the role of
transitioning between codes, rather than changing the precision within a code.
Robustness in information transmission to initial state
While the functional significance of state changes is still debated, research over the last decade
has indicated that (subthreshold voltage) state changes occur under a variety of conditions,
ranging from different states of wakefulness [18], movement [27] or task involvement [19], to
rapid changes during sensing [28]. While the activity of neurons will undoubtedly be modu-
lated by the change in subthreshold membrane potential, it is not clear how the decoding will
be affected. We presently addressed this question on the basis of modeled and real data, by
computing the mutual information between stimulus and response for responses from neurons
in different states. In particular, we investigated how insensitive the decoding was to the sub-
threshold state, by comparing decoding with and without state knowledge.
The results suggest that an adaptive threshold confers an increased robustness across states,
especially if the decoding is performed based on an internal time reference. As we argue below,
a decoding scheme consistent with the internal perspective of the nervous system has to rely
solely on quantities which are internally available. Consequently, an adaptive threshold pro-
vides support to the idea that the processes of decoding can remain unchanged, even if the
state changes. While other mechanisms (e.g. the hyperpolarization activated cation currents
[29]) may also contribute to robust processing, an adaptive threshold may partially explain the
relative constancy of perception across different states.
In a related study, Safaai et al [20] have investigated how much information about the stim-
ulus can be gained by being aware of the current state. Their measure accounted for the state-
dependent variability within the total stimulus information. The present robustness index RI
constitutes 'the other side of the coin', in asking how consistently a cell responds across states,
i.e. how much information is lost in not knowing the state.
Internal vs. external timing reference
Neural communication occurs in time, and it is not clear if there is a common clock in the
brain which could be used to determine the start and end of a message. The interpretation of a
message depends on the temporal reference used, and can determine the meaning of the mes-
sage, as well as the set of messages distinguishable, and hence the capacity of the channel. For
example, a given spike pattern "1011" (binned over time) can be interpreted as "0101100" and
"0001011" depending on the time reference. These messages may carry different information.
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This becomes particularly evident in the typical scenario of neural integration of messages
(spike-trains) from multiple sources at the same time, where a time-shift between two spike-
trains will affect their integration by the post synaptic neurons [30,31].
Since a neuron only has access to information from its own inputs (including modulatory
inputs), a time reference has to be generated from the brain's internally available information.
A time reference can be generated in multiple ways. For example, in vocal communication,
pauses between words or sentences are used as markers to define starting points for interpret-
ing parts of the entire message. Given the onset response properties of sensory neurons, these
pauses will generate volleys of spikes, which can be used as a temporal reference. As suggested
by Panzeri and Diamond [25], a similar interpretation could hold for the onset responses gen-
erated by tactile events in the somatosensory system [32,33] as cortical neurons integrate spa-
tiotemporal information on behaviorally relevant time scales [34]. More generally, a given
neuron could derive a time reference from the average timing of its synaptic input. The exis-
tence of such timing references is more generally suggested by the existence of large-scale oscil-
latory signals both on the cortical [35–37] and subcortical level.
As demonstrated here, an adaptive threshold provides advantages in information represen-
tation, since the variance of the response time of a neuron with an adaptive threshold is more
restricted than that of a neuron with a fixed threshold, both across stimuli and across sub-
threshold initial states. In combination with the use of a population-based time reference, this
attributes a role in generating robust information transmission to the use of an adaptive
threshold.
Conversely, due to its adaptation to state, the adaptive threshold model may have less access
to the state itself, which is e.g. valuable if the state value should play a role in the processing of
information. This trade-off between fixed and adaptive encoding has been observed before in
multiple contexts (e.g. [38,39]).
Assumptions in information-theoretic decoding
Information theoretic methods are useful to evaluate and compare different decoding mecha-
nisms, since they are quite general, make only few assumptions and lead to objective perfor-
mance estimates. Results from a decoding method are, however, only relevant, if they are
compatible with the processing performed in subsequent stations in the brain. Below we
address some some limitations/caveats stemming from information theory in general and
relating to the present study.
First, we used the entire spike train (binned at several temporal precisions ranging from
0.5–30 ms) as the response of the neuron. While this approach guarantees that we used all the
available information, it also assumes that the decoder can wait for the entire time-span to
decide whether and how to respond. A closer approximation to the decoding performance of a
(point) neuron would be a decoder with a limited integration-time and a memory term, that
weights recent inputs stronger than past inputs. As the processing is performed online and in
real-time, multiple decoders of this kind could be lined up in sequence to perform classification
of longer responses. Alternatively, one could assume that (internal) decoding only happens on
short timescales and thus restricts the view to a single decoder. This would result in informa-
tion loss, but it will not significantly affect the computational power of the adaptive threshold
over the fixed threshold as described herein.
Second, the present comparison between adaptive and fixed threshold neurons with respect
to decoding across states assumed that the responses from all states were available to the
decoder. While this assumption is reasonable to assume over long time-scales, one could postu-
late that a decoder is instead only matched to one state (e.g. the up state), in which case
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robustness of the decoding strategy could then be defined as how well the state-specific repre-
sentation can transfer to other states. Concretely, the decoder would specifically decode (i.e. be
trained) for one state, and loss in decoding quality in another state would depend mostly on
the similarity of the response between states. In this case we would predict a neuron with adap-
tive threshold to still encode more consistently across states, since a state change would lead to
less changes in neural response.
Generally, the robustness in decoding across states could be achieved by either an adaptive
threshold mechanism which leads to less changes in neural responses to state variations (as
shown in current study), or by using the trial-by-trial state knowledge to discount part of the
neural response variability caused by state changes (see [20]). Safaari et al. [20] modeled the
effect of state variation on neural response explicitly, thus their approach gives a lower bound
on the information gain by knowing the states; here by using mutual information analysis we
gave the upper bound of the information gain the state knowledge could contribute.
Consequences for intrinsic network dynamics
The integration and transfer characteristics of individual neurons are relevant as they form the
basis of information processing on the network level. The adaptive threshold neuron's sensitiv-
ity to correlated inputs could contribute to a much discussed property of neural representation,
namely sparseness. Limiting the neuron’s response to correlated input reduces its responsive-
ness, so it responds only to a smaller subset of input patterns/rates, thereby reducing the overall
number of spikes in the network. Hence, a side-effect could be a more energy efficient opera-
tion based on the limited number of spikes.
The adaptive threshold neuron's general ability to follow changes in preceding voltage
reduces the variability in the spike latency after stimulus onset as compared with a neuron with
a fixed threshold. Consequently, when the same stimulus is presented, the response variability
with respect to state differences is reduced (see Fig 5A). Hence, in a network with multiple lay-
ers, the dispersion of spike timing would accumulate at a lower rate (per neuron). To make use
of this precision, as discussed above, the time-frame for decoding should not be fixed to the
presynaptic response onset, but rather be defined by the average timing on the postsynaptic
side [25].
While certain consequences of single neuron properties to the network level can be pre-
dicted well, explicit simulations or theoretical explorations are required to test these hypotheses
in further detail.
Alternate models of adaptive threshold
In the present study, an adaptive spike threshold was modeled on the basis of a phenomenolog-
ical description by Fontaine et al. [2], which was shown to make accurate spike-time predic-
tions for the case of subcortical neurons in the inferior colliculus of the Barn owl. Alternative
descriptions of an adaptive threshold could be based on biophysical mechanisms, such as the
inactivation of Na+ channels [14] and the activation of K+ channels (e.g. low-voltage activated
Kv1 channels [15]). These descriptions would be directly based on a biological mechanism and
could therefore be tested more directly using specific tools, for instance. Na+-channel blockers
together with a dynamic clamp-based electrical insertion of voltage-dependent conductances
[40]. However, for the present purpose, i.e. a neural decoding analysis, the phenomenological
properties of the model are more relevant than its biophysical basis. As long as the Fontaine
model is consistent on the phenomenological level, the present results should transfer accu-
rately to more biologically realistic models. We used the present model because of the usual
advantages of using simplified models: simplified simulation and a more direct link between an
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underlying mechanism and its computational consequence. In the opposite direction, despite
the elegance of the Fontaine model, one may ask whether computationally simpler models
could account for the adaptive threshold, which would be advantageous for large scale
simulations.
Future directions
While the present work addresses many questions relevant to the computational effects of an
adaptive threshold, a range of questions remains open. In particular, including other neural
constraints (e.g. limited memory) would be of interest, as well as the explicit study of network
activity, and the consequences on sparseness and efficiency on the network level. Experimen-
tally, it would be of interest to map threshold adaptiveness across different systems with a focus
on directly modulating the adaptive nature, and discovering neural systems which exhibit a
fixed threshold (if they exist).
Materials and Methods
Neural recordings
Mice from either sex were used according to the Guidelines of National Institutes of Health.
Experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
In vitro whole-cell current-clamp recordings were performed in acutely prepared slices of
the barrel cortex after maturation of evoked neurotransmission [41] as described before [42–
44] with minor modifications. Animals were anesthetized using Isoflurane before they were
decapitated. Oblique thalamocortical slices [45](300 mm) were cut 45° from the midsagittal
plane in chilled low-calcium, low-sodium Ringer’s solution (in mM; sucrose, 250; KCl, 2.5;
MgSO47H2O, 4; NaH2PO4H2O, 1; HEPES, 15; D-(+)-glucose, 11; CaCl2, 0.1). Slices were
incubated at 37°C for 45 minutes and kept in room temperature in carbonated (5% CO2 and
95% O2) bath solution (pH 7.4, normal Ringer’s solution: in mM, NaCl, 119; KCl, 2.5; MgSO4,
1.3; NaH2PO4, 1; NaHCO3, 26.3; D-(+)-glucose, 11; CaCl2, 2.5).
Visualized whole-cell recordings were performed using an Axoclamp-2B amplifier under an
IR-DIC objective (Olympus) in room temperature. A bipolar extracellular stimulation elec-
trode was placed in the lower half of a L4 barrel representing a mystacial vibrissa. A recording
electrode (3–4 MOhm) containing an internal solution (pH 7.25; in mM; potassium gluconate,
116; KCl, 6; NaCl, 2; HEPES, 20 mM; EGTA, 0.5; MgATP, 4; NaGTP, 0.3) was placed orthogo-
nal to the stimulation electrode within 150–300 μm of the cortical surface. For whole cell
recordings, putative excitatory cells were selected based on pyramidal shaped somata, apical
dendrites and distal tuft orientation, and regular pattern of spiking to somatic current injec-
tions (500 ms). The serial resistance Rs was compensated by bridge balance. Data was filtered
(2 kHz), digitized at 5 kHz using a 12 bit National Instruments data acquisition board and
acquired using Strathclyde Electrophysiology Suite for offline data analysis.
All analyses were performed offline in MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc). Raw voltage traces
were smoothed using running window averaging (1 ms window size), and resting membrane
potential (Vm, in mV) was calculated as the average membrane potential in a 40 ms time win-
dow prior to the stimulus onset. For those sweeps in which spike was observed, spike threshold
(Vt) and spike latency (St) in respect to stimulus onset were calculated. Spike threshold was
defined as the membrane potential value at which second derivative of membrane potential
reached maximum as described before [7]. When analyzing neuronal responses across different
resting membrane states, the data was grouped into either 3 states with 10 mV interval
(-85:10:-55 mV, Fig 7A and 7B) or 5 states with 5 mV interval (-82.5:5:-57.5 mV, Fig 7E and
7G) based on the Vm.
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Neural simulations
Single neuron dynamics. Unless specified, we used the exponential integrate and fire
model [46] to simulate postsynaptic neuron membrane dynamics:
Cm  dVm=dt ¼ gLðVm  ELÞ þ gL  DTexpððVm  yÞ=DTÞ þ I ð1Þ
where Cm = 50 pF is the membrane capacitance, gL = 10 ns is the leak conductance, EL = -70
mV is the leak reversal potential, and ΔT = 1 mV is the slope factor which characterize the
sharpness of spike initiation. With these parameters the membrane time constant τm = 5ms.
Vm is the membrane potential in mV, and θ is the spike threshold. For neurons with adaptive
threshold, θ is determined by [2]:
ty  dy=dt ¼ y1ðVmÞ  y ð2Þ
where τθ = 6 ms is the time constant of the threshold dynamics, θ1 is the steady-state spike
threshold and is determined by Vm:
y1ðVmÞ ¼ aðVm  ViÞ þ VT þ ka  logð1þ expððVm  ViÞ=kiÞÞ ð3Þ
where α = 0.3, β = 1.1, ka = 7, ki = 8.75, VT = -50 mV and Vi = -55mV were taken from Fontaine
et al. [2]. For neurons with ﬁxed spike threshold, the θ was set to values ranging from -52—
53.8 mV, so that the overall average ﬁring rate were comparable between adaptive and ﬁxed
spike threshold model across all conditions in one experiment. Spikes were detected when Vm
> θ+3mV, and following a 0.5ms refractory period the Vm was reset to -70 mV. I is the input
current neurons receive. All simulations were performed using 1st order Euler method with 0.1
ms time steps in MATLAB.
The Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) model was simulated using model parameters from a previously




¼ gNam3h Vm  ENað Þ  gKn4 Vm  EKð Þ  gL Vm  ELð Þ þ I ð4Þ
where Cm = 1 μF/cm
2 is the membrane capacitance, gNa = 60 mS/cm
2 is the maximum sodium
conductance,m and h are the sodium activation and inactivation variable, respectively, and
ENa = 50 mV is the sodium equilibrium potential. Similarly, gK = 10 mS/cm
2 is the maximum
conductance of the delayed-rectiﬁer potassium channels, n is the potassium channel activation
variable and EK = -90 mV is the potassium equilibrium potential; gL is the leak conductance
and EL = -70 mV is the leak equilibrium potential. We did not include the non-inactivating
potassium current IM, since its main role is spike frequency adaptation, and we are interested
in the ﬁrst spikes after stimulus onset (each stimulation evoked mostly 1 spike in the majority
of the trials with HHmodel). Including IM did not change the results qualitatively. We modi-
ﬁed the leak conductance to 0.2 mS/cm2 so that the effective passive membrane time constant
τm = 5 ms, the same as the exponential integrate and ﬁre model used. The dynamics ofm, h
and n are described by:
dm=dt ¼ amðVÞð1mÞ  bmðVÞm
dh=dt ¼ ahðVÞð1 hÞ  bhðVÞh
dn=dt ¼ anðVÞð1 nÞ  bnðVÞn
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where
amðVÞ ¼ 0:32ðV þ 45Þ=ðexpððV þ 45Þ=4Þ  1Þ
bmðVÞ ¼ 0:28ðV þ 18Þ=ðexpððV þ 18Þ=5Þ  1Þ
ahðVÞ ¼ 0:128expððV þ 51þ aÞ=18Þ
bhðVÞ ¼ 4=ð1þ expððV þ 28þ aÞ=5Þ
ahðVÞ ¼ 0:032ðV þ 43Þ=ðexpððV þ 43=5Þ  1Þ
bhðVÞ ¼ 0:5expððV þ 48Þ=40Þ:
The half-activation voltage Ve, slope factor ka and half-inactivation voltage Vi, slope factor ki of
the Na current are obtained by ﬁtting a Boltzmann function to the Na activation and inactivation
curve in voltage range of -50~-36 mV [17], respectively. The value of Vi was modiﬁed by chang-
ing the value of a; in the original model a = 0, and calculated Vi = -46 mV. With these model
parameters, the equivalent ka = 3.2, ki = 4.1, and VT = -55 mV (see [17]). The simulations with
HHmodel were performed using 1st order Euler method with 0.01 ms time steps in MATLAB.
Network structure. To study the properties of neurons with or without adaptive thresh-
old, we constructed a simple feed-forward excitatory neural network, where 100 presynaptic
input neurons connect to a single postsynaptic neuron with one synaptic connection each. All
connections were identical (amplitude, 14 pA; failure rate, 0.03; coefficient of variation of
amplitude, 0.3). Connection probabilities and strength resemble typical layer 4—layer 2/3
excitatory feed-forward connections found in rat barrel cortex [48] except for the synaptic
latencies, which were normally distributed with a standard deviation σ ranged from 0–4 ms.
When presynaptic neurons fire at the same time, the normally distributed synaptic delays effec-
tively result in excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) arriving at postsynaptic neuron with a
temporal jitter of σ. The EPSC was modeled by an exponential function with time constant of 5
ms, and we did not include short-term synaptic dynamics in the model.
Stimulation and network activity. We considered two types of presynaptic encoding
strategies [49,50]: 1) a classic “rate encoding”, in which the stimulus was defined as number of
presynaptic neurons activated in each trial, and across trials a random subset of presynaptic
neurons were selected to be active. In this case the postsynaptic neuron tries to decode how
many presynaptic neurons are active in any given trial. 2) a “pattern encoding” (or “temporal
encoding”), in which the stimulus was defined as presynaptic activation pattern, i.e. in response
to the same stimulus the same neuron had exactly the same activity across trials, and numbers
of activated presynaptic neurons were the same across different stimuli. Under this condition
the postsynaptic cell tried to decode which presynaptic activity pattern was present in any
given trial. Under both conditions, when a presynaptic neuron was decided to be activated in a
given trial it generated a spike at a fixed time, which was 60 ms after stimulation started. In
other word, the temporal delay of action potential arrival time at postsynaptic neuron was
purely caused by the synaptic latency; the presynaptic spike time was chosen so that the post-
synaptic neuron was at steady state when presynaptic cells spiked. The activation state of the
postsynaptic neuron was modulated by setting the leak reversal potential EL to different values;
mathematically it is equivalent to drive the cell with a constant current. Each stimulus was
delivered 150 times for a given condition (different σ and/or different states); for each condi-
tion we simulated 500 such randomly generated networks.
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Noise in the network was introduced by inserting spikes generated from a Poisson process
in the presynaptic neurons. The mean event rate of the Poisson process (expressed as mean
noise spike rate from a single presynaptic neuron in Hz) determined the overall noise strength.
Analysis of stimulus capacity/ mutual information analysis
We employed the Shannon information theory [51] to analyze the stimulus representation
capacity of neurons with either adaptive or fixed spike threshold. The mutual informationMI
between the stimulus S and neuronal response R is calculated as
IðS;RÞ ¼ HðRÞ  HðRjSÞ
in which H(R) denotes the entropy of the response variable R:
HðRÞ ¼ Pni¼1pðriÞlog2ðpðriÞÞ




wherem, n is the number of possible response and stimulus patterns and p(r) and p(s) is the
occurrence probability of these patterns, respectively. Intuitively, the mutual information mea-
sures how much uncertainty about one variable, either R or S, can be reduced by an ideal
observer observing the other variable. It is theoretically the upper bound of knowledge can be
gained from the neuronal response under a given condition (i.e. no other source of additional
information).
To construct response patterns, we binned the neuronal response spike train from individ-
ual trials using various temporal bin sizes (1 ms, 2 ms, 5 ms or 30 ms). The analysis window was
0–30 ms after stimulus onset, which included all spikes elicited by the stimulus. Number of spikes
in each temporal bin was counted, and the resulting numeric vector with different length,
depending on temporal bin size, was used to calculate the mutual information. When calculating
the mutual information between stimulus and neural response knowing the states (Figs 5–7), the
states was supplied to the binned response vector as an additional dimension. The mutual infor-
mation calculation was performed using Spike Train Analysis toolbox [52] with shuffle correc-
tion combined with Panzeri-Treves estimator [53] as bias correction method [54].
With the bias correction method employed, the number of trials per stimulus (Ns) should be
at least ¼ of the number of total possible response patterns (NR) to obtain an accurate estima-
tion of the mutual information [54]. In our simulations a neuron fires at most 2 spikes in each







  ¼ 121, thus the minimum Ns required is 31. If a bin size of 1 ms is used, then
NR = 466 and the minimum Ns would be 117. With Ns = 150 in our dataset, the calculated
mutual information should be bias-free. We ran a set of simulations with Ns = 1000 and com-
pared theMI calculated using Ns = 1000 and those calculated with various smaller Ns using
bootstrapping method, setting analysis window to 30 ms and bin size to 1 ms. At Ns = 150, the
difference is already<0.1% (<4x10-3 bit in absolute value) of the trueMI.
The total information that can be decoded without knowing the state is given by I(S; R),
which is best interpreted as the information robust to state changes, i.e. the information can be
decoded without paying attention to state. The total information that can be decoded knowing
the state in addition, is given by I(S; R, states). We calculated the robustness index RI, which is
defined as I(S; R)/I(S; R, states). RI values close to 1 imply a high robustness of the decodable
information to not knowing states, i.e. most of the total information can be obtained without
the state knowledge. Conversely, low RI values indicate that taking state into account
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significantly adds to the amount of information the postsynaptic neuron transmits. Since RI is
relative to I(S; R, states) and both constituents are positive, RI is bounded in [0,1].
The decoding with moving reference time was implemented by taking the average spike
time of all simulated neurons (N = 500) in response to the stimulus. Assuming a flat distribu-
tion of tuning preferences, this average time will even be stimulus independent. The early part
of the decoding window (set of discretization bins) was then aligned to the average response
time (similar to [25]). Note, that the neural responses could differ by state and thus also shift
the average response time forward or backward.
Supporting Information
S1 Fig. Hodgkin-Huxley model can exhibit adaptive or fixed behavior, depending on the
parameter range.We varied the inactivation dynamics of the sodium conductance via its half-
inactivation voltage Vi, selecting a relevant set of values in the range between -58 and -46mV.
The relationship between Vi and VT (approximate spike threshold inferred from model param-
eters, see Platkiewicz and Brette, 2010) determines the type of threshold behavior exhibited. If
Vi< VT the threshold is more adaptive, if Vi > VT, the threshold is close to fixed (here VT =
-55mV, Platkiewicz and Brette, 2010). (A) In the rate encoding case, the information repre-
sented in the neural response shows a stronger low-pass behavior for the adaptive (red, Vi =
-58mV) parameters setting, compared with the fixed (blue, Vi = -46mV), corresponding well to
the relation between the adaptive and fixed threshold model in the main text (compare to Fig
3A). (B) The transition of the edge of MI to wider σ occurs gradually as a function of Vi. (C) In
the pattern encoding case, MI shows a bandpass behavior, again quite similar to the models in
the main text. The adaptive parameter setting (red) has a preference for lower σ, compared to
the fixed threshold parameters setting (blue). (D) Increasing Vi from the adaptive (-58mV) to
the fixed threshold (-46 mV) region gradually increases the σ for maximal MI.
(TIFF)
S2 Fig. Size of input population affects pattern and rate encoding differently, but not adap-
tive and fixed threshold neurons. The number of neurons contributing to a neural input will
influence the temporal dispersion of the EPSP. Large numbers will approximate their govern-
ing distribution (here a Gaussian distribution) well. (A) For a rate encoding, larger input popu-
lations therefore lead to an improved information content, since trial-to-trial variation (here:
different selections of contributing neurons) is overcome by the average input (dark colors).
For small populations, the low number of inputs together with their temporal dispersion lead
to low information content (bright colors) The ranges in the legend indicate the number of
active neurons for each stimulus. Each range was divided into 6 equally spaced steps to form
the different stimuli, e.g. 20–30 indicates the use of [20,22,24,26,28,30] active neurons to define
the 6 stimuli differing in rate. In order to keep the total input the same, the single EPSP was
correspondingly reduced (see right axis in plots B2/D2). (B) Population size has a similar effect
on the adaptive and fixed threshold model (B1, B2), as indicated also by the invariant shape of
their difference (B3). (C) For the pattern encoding, the population size has an inverse effect on
represented information: Small input populations lead to large MI (bright colors), while large
populations lead to small MI (dark colors). For a large population, different patterns approxi-
mate the governing distribution well, and are thus hard to distinguish on their combined
EPSC. On the other hand, small populations, produce distinguishable patterns of spikes in the
present setting, since spike times are fixed across trials. (D) Similar to the rate encoding case,
the size of the input population did not affect the adaptive and fixed threshold neurons differ-
entially.
(TIFF)
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